Originally Posted to facebook, and SENT out to the YHRIM MAILING LIST last Shabbat on the
22nd day of the 6th month 6001sc. (pagan date of: sunset sep 20th ~through~ sunset 21st 2019)
Several Updates, Clarifications, and Additions have since been added to the original post
***YHRIM - IMPORTANT INFO!! MAJOR EVENTS!!:
This evening at the going down of the sun/sunset, began Yahuahs Shabbat being the 22nd day of the
6th month in this the acceptable year of Yahuah 6001s.c. (pagan calendar dates: sunset sep 20th
~through~ sep 21st 2019)
As you can see, I have once again begun posting many important articles and events in the last 2 days
on our facebook pages. I was going to begin posting these articles 3 days ago... however the moment
that I pasted the very first link and began to type a comment on it... the "a,s,d,f, j,k,l,:" and "enter"
keys **ALL** stopped working on the keyboard on this laptop at that moment..... (but not the g,h, ',
and all other keys....)
That is not a "coincidence"..... in any case the next morning I plugged in my USB keyboard, and have
to use it for the mean time....
Since my Abba was a child, satan has fought him and tried to kill him many times, the same as my
Grandfather who also served Yahuah and was His minister.
When my Abba began to minister more than 40 years ago, satan fought him even harder. When I was
a child, satan tried to kill me multiple times. And satan has continued to try to kill us both all the way
up to present day.
My Abba, Eema, and I have fought a continuous ongoing battle all the years of this ministry and even
before. The Last 7 years have continually gotten even harder still.... and the Last 7 months have been
harder Still....
We need to get new teaching videos made, as there is MUCH that needs to be taught. But satan has
used everything he could to stop us from being able to get some of these new messages made since
before Abib.
We Need and Pray that Abi Yahuah rebuke satan and all his demons and cast them out, and release
the hands of Yahuahs malachim/angels and place them all around. We pray that Abi Yahuah will
Heal ALL HIS PEOPLE, as He did during the first exodus when they came out of Mitzrayim/Egypt
[Tehillim/Psalms 105:37]. And Open the Path Before them, as there is VERY LITTLE TIME
LEFT TO FLEE. So PLEASE Remember to keep All of Yahuahs People across the nations in Your
DAILY PRAYERS.
At the END of this email, there is a VERY IMPORTANT ARTICLE concerning a MAJOR satanic event
preparing to take place in the "state of israel" just DAYS from now.
I have Known and Stated multiple times that I believed the so called "elites" were waiting for
something.... but I didn't know exactly what. As satan using the elites, always tries to counterfeit
"prophecy" and etc. **AND satan can only do what Yahuahs allows... WHEN He allows it.**
I believe that **This EVENT and TIME** is what they have been waiting on before implementing
their final "end-game" mass genocide agenda across the nations.
I will be going over this and more.... I wanted to make a video concerning things in Yahuahs Word
that tie into this as well, and is About to also begin, but I am not able at the present time.
We CONTINUE to Warn ALL of Yahuahs People, as He Warns Us in HIS WORD: FLEE OUT and
AWAY FROM THE CITIES, and GET PREPARED FOR THE TIME THAT IS NOW HERE.
~Shabbat Shalom

-------------------------------------------***READ THIS SLOWLY AND THOROUGHLY, AS EVEN THOUGH THIS IS JUST
SCRATCHING THE SURFACE, THERE IS A LOT OF THINGS DISCUSSED HERE.
Even though there is SO MUCH MORE that connects to this, but I can only put so much in an
email/facebook post.
I wrote this in Word, so it wouldn't just "disappear". I hope it all formats correctly here on facebook
and to our YHRIM mailing list.
------Just a couple days ago, my Eema/Mother, received a link from a close sister of hers, to an article
published by a news outlet in israel. This was the first we had seen concerning this.
Below is a few Excerpts from this article [see link at the end of this post for the full article]:
**Emphasis Added
QUOTE:
"On September 25 [2019], the 5,780th anniversary of the day on which Jewish tradition holds the
world was created, the Sanhedrin is holding a conference for the emerging Organization of 70
Nations. The conference will culminate in an animal sacrifice made by representatives of the
nations on the Mount of Olives in which they will renew the covenant made by Noah upon leaving
the Ark.
The conference will begin on Wednesday evening, September 25 [2019], the 25th day of the Hebrew
month of Elul at the Jerusalem Gate Hotel and continue until Friday, September 27. Lectures and
discussions will focus on the ***Noahide Obligations incumbent UPON ALL OF MANKIND***... A
major focus will also be the establishment of an international court based on Bible principles.
... Nations were established with Noah and then there became a need for religion. We need to come
together as distinct nations and religions.”
“A nation has the attributes that define it but it also needs a religion,” Rabbi Hollander said,
suggesting that the United Nations **LACKED** this attribute. “An organization of nations
necessarily ***Needs to be Religious, 70 nations under God, but not any specific common religion***
On Friday, the conference will culminate in a trip to the ***Mount of Olives where the nations will
be invited to reenact the ceremony first performed by Noah upon exiting the Ark.*** Then Noach
built an altar to Hashem and, taking of every clean animal and of every clean bird, he offered burnt
offerings on the altar. Genesis 8:20 ****The ceremony will RENEW the COVENANT made between
mankind and God AT THAT TIME."****
--------------------END of quotes from news article
I am going to try to keep this more streamlined and on topic. Most people will not believe the truth
anyway, as they still hold tight onto the lies they were taught in the false church system. I'm going to
**TRY** to keep this shorter... but people know so little about these topics, some things have to have
at least "surface" explanations.
I also want to preface this, in the content below I speak a lot of the "jews". I am not saying that ALL
people who think they are "jews" are like their governmental NOR religious leadership. There are a
few who are actually seeking and trying to serve Yahuah, instead of the man made satanic laws. These
that do so, are also our Brethren and are members of Bayit Daood/House of David.
***TO CONTINUE:
Most people today, *IF* and when, they read the article linked below, which was published by the
israel news concerning this "event" just days from now, will say that this is a "great biblical event!"....

Yeah, its Scriptural alright... but NOT in the way they think....
THIS EVENT MARKS THE BEGINNING OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SATANIC
"NOAHIDE LAWS" OVER ***ALL NATIONS AND ALL PEOPLE.***
AND IT IS THE DECLARATION OF THE BEGINNING OF THE MASS GENOCIDAL
SLAUGHTER OF PEOPLE ACROSS THE NATIONS.
THIS IS THE ***BIRTH OF THEIR NEW WORLD ORDER.***
Hardly anyone in the US (and most nations) even knows what the "noahide laws" even are, let alone
where they are from and what they are REALLY about (verses what the church and etc 'claims' they
are about).
NOR does hardly anyone know that the "noahide laws" were made **US LAW** back on pagan
calendar date march 20th 1991, passed by so called "unanimous vote" of congress... even though there
were only FOUR CONGRESSMEN THERE.... and was signed into law by President George H.W.
Bush, under the guise of the deceptive title "EDUCATION DAY USA". Which designated March 26,
1991 (11th day of nisan - pagan jewish month) as "EDUCATION DAY USA", which also was to
"recognize" the eighty-ninth birthday of "rabbi" Menachem Mendel Schneerson. **Which as we have
stated for many years, birthdays are the HIGHEST of ALL satanic days, and the ONLY time that we
see them in the Scriptures is with death or human sacrifice. And it is NO Different Here to say the
least. You'll see where the 'death and sacrifice" comes back in later.
**First QUESTION #1 Where do the "noahide laws" come from?
The "noahide laws" are from the pagan satanic jewish babylonian talmud, which is a book which
began by the hands of the Pharisees and Sadducees when they were in BABYLON, and is in DIRECT
CONTRADICTION to YAHUAHS WORD. In judaism, Both the satanic talmud and the satanic
kabala, are said to be "holier" than Yahuahs Word, and they claim these books Predominate or "Reign
Supreme" OVER Yahuahs Word. These are EXACTLY the man-made "traditional laws" which
Yahusha ha Moshiach spoke about when He told the Pharisees/Prushim "...Why do you also
transgress the commandment of YHWH by your tradition?..." in places like
Mattityahu/Matthew 15:1-20. AND their satanic traditions is ONE of the things He came to
Deliver His People From.
**QUESTION #2 - So why does the talmud matter today? How does it affect anyone else
besides those who follow it??
We had a photo years ago (still have it) of george bush jr holding a talmud book under his arm.
ALL of the so called "elites" are of the "jewish" bloodlines. Many of them change their names and etc
to hide this fact. They have FILLED the "leadership positions" of nearly ALL the NATIONS of the
EARTH. AND they pay Many More people to do their bidding.
They ARE the bloodlines of the satanic Pharisaic leadership who RULE the Nations in these Last
Days, because they BOWED DOWN to satan in Exchange to Receive ALL the Kingdoms of This
Earth. And Their Agenda is formed BY their talmudic Laws.
On pagan calendar date sept 11th 1990, George Bush Sr, before a joint session of congress, made his
infamous "New World Order" speech. Exactly 11 years to the very day before 9-11-2001. (As a
side note: on 9-13-2001 trump was interviewed by the news... 9-13-2001 on the jewish calendar was

the 25th day of babylonian month of elul, Exactly 18 years to the 25th day of elul 2019 when this
"event" is to begin)
A lot can be said about Bushes NWO speech, but I'm going to try to just quote the key info:
[**emphasis added]
QUOTE: " We stand today at a unique and extraordinary moment. ...Out of these *troubled time*s,
our fifth objective — a ***new world order — can emerge***: a new era — freer from the threat
of terror, stronger in the pursuit of justice, and more secure in the **quest for Peace**. An era in
which the ***NATIONS OF THE WORLD, East and West, North and South***, can prosper
and live in harmony.
A **HUNDRED GENERATIONS** have searched for this elusive path to **peace**, while a
thousand wars raged across the span of human endeavor. ****Today that New World is
Struggling to be Born****, a world quite different from the one we've known. A world where the
***Rule of Law*** supplants the ***Rule of the Jungle***. ---- END QUOTE
There are MANY Points that could be made here, and you'll see why in a few moments how this
connects back to our original topic. First off, the obvious that he is stating that the New World Order
was being declared and was emerging at that time. That it would encompass ALL the "nations of
the world, east and west, north and south". Which the statements in the attached news article,
also state they are gathering 70 nations for this event. But in talmudic law, and by the words of their
"high up jewish rabbis", their goal is to establish the "noahide laws" over **ALL** nations.
This is EXACTLY what MOST of the wars is actually over, to either get a nation to submit to their
plan and rule, OR to take over that nation and install their own rulers. This is why they have
overthrown so many nations.
Also, in Bushes speech, he states they had been pushing for this new world order for "100
generations". Why would he state this??? Scripturally a generation is 40 years, which would
mean they had been pushing this agenda for 4000 Years.
***Now the pagan roman year of 1990 (when bush made this speech) on the pagan jewish babylonian
calendar is their year of 5750. Go back 4000 years from that and you come to the year 1750 on the
pagan jewish calendar. However, basically nothing can be found concerning the jewish year 1750...
so I found a jewish website which had a "jewish to roman year converter" I converted the jewish
calendar year 1750 back to the pagan roman calendar and it showed it was the year 2297 BC. (Yes, I
know their dates are messed up to say the least, but this is the system THEY use)
Yeah, I can hear a lot people saying, "SO WHAT! what does that have to do with
anything??"
***It has EVERYTHING to do with their symbolism and timing. As the pagan year 2297 BC was
when they CLAIM that Terah was born. Why does that matter? Because Terah was the **FATHER
of Abram (Abraham)**. Which one of their MAJOR BELIFS and Foundational Teachings, is that
they FALSLY CLAIM that "Abraham was the **FIRST JEW**, and the "FOUNDER OF
JUDAISM". (Abraham was called an Ibrit/Hebrew, and Served Yahuah! NOT their false pagan
pharisaic satanic laws)
Again, from the time they claim Terah was born, until 1990 when Bush gave this speech, was
EXACTLY 4000 years (by their false calendar claims) OR **EXACTLY** "100
GENERATIONS" just as bush stated in his speech.
As I have said many times, they do not do ANYTHING without calculation and satanic symbolism.
They always try to use and twist Yahuahs Word to their own ends, and create their own counterfeit

"prophecies" and ect.
Now, bringing this full circle, going back to 9-11-1990 when Bush made his "new world order speech",
EXACTLY 28 Weeks Later on 3-26-1991 is when the "EDUCATION DAY USA" law, which
again contained (and was actually about) the satanic "noahide laws", was ENACTED over US law,
just 6 days after BUSH SIGNED IT.
***WHY 28 WEEKS??? Because 28 weeks is the end of the 2nd trimester of a womans pregnancy,
by which time the baby has already turned and is preparing to be born. **EXACTLY** as Bush
stated in his "new world order" speech - quote "...Today that New World is Struggling to be
Born..." Again they do not do ANYTHING without their counterfeit satanic calculations and
symbolism.
Now, from when the "noahide laws" were enacted over "US Law" on 3-26-1991 all the way until 925-2019 (the beginning of this "event") is Exactly 28 years and 6 Months to the Day. Another 28, but
I am sure there is more to these numbers here.
However, it is also Exactly 10,411 DAYS.
The phrase "10-4" is something that radio operators often say when Ending a message.
Also in the US, people used to dial "4-11" on their phone for "Information". However in other
nations, "4-11" is the equivalent to dialing "9-11", and is their number for "emergency services". All
of these numbers are always "messages" to those "in the know".
George Bush stated in "US law", that the United States of America was "founded upon the Seven
Universal Laws of Noah", which of course what they are referring to is THEIR satanic talmudic
"noahide laws".
The Point being, **EVERYTHING** that has been done, and IS being done in these is last days by
the so called satanic "elites" agenda, is ALL ACCORDING to THEIR satanic talmudic Laws.
This is Also WHY All major "christian" churches (especially those seen on tv, the leadership of
all the big organized denominations, and etc), and the vast majority of others.... ***ALL*** PUSH
to "support the state of israel" and zionism. THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH
YAHUAHS PEOPLE!!!!
***Again, Most people will say "SO WHAT! I don't follow the talmud"
As shown previously, bush stated in his new world order speech, that the new world order was to be
over the "...nations of the world, East and West, North and South..." Meaning, their goal is
to implement their talmudic new world order over **ALL** nations.
Which is ALSO Exactly what the pharisaic "rabbis" state about their goal to implement their
"noahide laws" over ALL NATIONS.
Further, the last sentence of that quote where bush said "...A world where the ***RULE OF LAW***
supplants the ***RULE OF THE JUNGLE***..."
The "rule of law" that he is speaking about, is "their talmudic noahide laws", is going to
"supplants the rule of the jungle"... In their satanic talmud, ANYONE who is "NOT JEWISH"
is LESS than an animal, and is to be treated as such. What they mean by the "rule of the jungle" is
speaking about all nations who are in their eyes "animals", who they will Supplant and Destroy
under their "rule" of talmudic noahide lasw.

.
In the talmud, it states many MANY things concerning anyone is who "NOT jewish" who they call a
goyim or "gentiles".
Just a few things that is "allowed" and even ordered to be done to "gentiles" is:
*A "jew" can cheat, steal, lie to, take the property of, and even murder a "gentile" and will
come under **No Judgment** from man, has **NOT committed murder** no matter the
reason. Nor have they even performed ANY "religious violation". Because "gentiles" are only (or
less than) animals, and they can do anything they want to them for any reason.
*Any "gentile" who keeps the sabbath deserves Death. <-- This may also apply to keeping any of the
Torah.
*Anyone who believes in Moshiach/Messiah (whether the True Moshiach Yahusha ha Moshiach,
or the pagan "jesus", or etc) are to be DECAPITATED.
*Any "gentile" who "breaks their noahide laws" is subject to Death.
.... And people thought islam was the only religion that had these "laws".... the
talmudic law is in many cases nearly identical and sometimes even worse.
All that I have went over, is just SCRATCHING THE SURFACE. But it is EXACTLY why they are
using their Talmudic Laws to bring about their DEPOPULATION AGENDA ACROSS THE
NATIONS.
This "EVENT" that they are holding in "the state of israel" just days from now, beginning pagan sept
25th 2019. FALSELY CLAIMING that this the first animal sacrificed on the "alter of the 3rd
Temple"....
***Even Melech Daood/King David was Not Allowed to build Yahuahs Temple because of all the
wars he had been in, WHICH YAHUAH HAD COMMANDED HIM TO DO!!!!! ....
Do you REALLY THINK THAT THESE SATANIC WORSHIPPING MASS MURDERS ARE
BUILDING YAHUAHS 3RD TEMPLE!!! NO!!!
They are Gathering these 70 Nations for this "event" which is to mark and announce the **BIRTH
OF THEIR NEW WORLD ORDER. THIS IS THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN. ***
***IMPORTANT FINAL NOTE:
After diligently studying for several several years, back about 10 years ago now I completed a
Scripture by Scripture study of what I titled "The Restoration of the Scriptural Year". And is
why I am able to prove from Scripture that this is the Scriptural Year 6001 sc (Since the Creation
of Ahdam/Adam). This takes literally hundreds of verses and many many hours to teach.
However, anyone today can look around at ALL the signs that is taking place, and should
EASILY KNOW WE ARE AT THE END OF THIS GENERATION!
Yahuah also made me to understand how the 1290 days of Daniel was laid out and worked on
**HIS** Lunar-Solar Scriptural Calendar (as it does NOT work on ANY other calendar than
Yahuahs). HOWEVER, what I did not understand at that time was *what YEAR* the 1290 days

began. As I originally believed that ALL of those things had to be completed before man's 6000
year rule ended....
It was not until back several years ago now, when Yahuah gave my Abba/Father, Moshe Eliyahu, the
understanding of GILYAHNA/REVELATION 13:5 :
***GILYAHNA/REVELATION 13:4 And they worshipped the dragon who gave power to the
beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with
him?
5 And there was given to him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and ***POWER
WAS GIVEN TO HIM [the beast] TO **CONTINUE** FORTY-TWO MONTHS***
IF this time period was *with-in* the original 6000 years, then the beast would have
**ALREADY** had ruler ship.
satan and this beast system would not have to have been "given power to CONTINUE" another
42 months.... UNLESS it was **AFTER** the 6000 years had ALREADY ended. And this is
EXACTLY what is taking place in these verses.
As the 6000 years ended last year just before this past month of Abib began, which began THIS year
we are currently IN. Now, satan and this beast system who worship him, are about to be given
"power to continue" another 42 months, just as is written.
****HOWEVER Take Hope, as The 1290 Days of Daniel, spoken of in Daniel 12:11, is ALSO
ABOUT TO BEGIN.
I am Fully Convinced that this YOM TERUAH / DAY of TRUMPETS, which is the 1st Day of the
7th Month (which beings exactly 1 week from sunset this evening [pagan calendar dates
sunset sep 28th ~through~ sunset sep 29th]) is the 1st Day of the 1290 Days of Daniel. In
which is also in line with the time spoken about in:
**GILYAHNA/REVELATION 12:14 And to the woman was given two wings of a great eagle,
that she might fly into the wilderness, into her place, where ***she is nourished for a time, and
times, and half a time, from the face of the serpent.***
15 And the serpent cast out of his mouth mayim/water as a flood after the woman, that he might
cause her to be carried away by the flood.
16 And the ground helped the woman, and the land opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood,
which the dragon cast out of his mouth.
17 And the dragon was angry with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of
her zera/seed, that shomer/keep/observe/guard the mitzboth/commandments of
YHWH, and have the testimony of Yahusha ha Moshiach.
We have spoken about these verses many times before, and I will be making a video
concerning this hopefully soon. But I'm only going to touch on a couple points here.
The "...time, and times, and half a time..." in Gilyahna, which is also the 1290 days spoken
about in Daniel, will end EXACTLY on the 21st Day of Abib 6005sc.
The 21st day of Abib is **THE DAY** that Yahuah delivered His People from the armies of
Pharaoh, and drowned All of Pharaohs armies in the sea. In these last days, All the Nations of the
earth is Mitzrayim/Egpyt, and He will once again Destroy Them ALL at His Return.
Also in the next verse in Daniel 12:12 it states, "Blessed is he that waits, and comes to the
one thousand three hundred thirty fifth day."

From the end of the 1290 days of Daniel on Abib 21st, until you reach the 1335th day in verse 12,
is Exactly 45 more Days. What day is that?? It brings us to EXACTLY to the Day of Shabuot
6005sc. Which Yom/Day of Shabuot is when the Marriage Brit/Covenant will once again be
Established between Yahuah and His People.
As we have tried to warn Yahuahs people for Many years... As YAHUAH Warns us time and again ALL
through His Word... His People in these Last Days are to Flee Out and Away from the cities, which
today are worse than the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and are the hubs of power and control for
satan using this beast system. And we are to FLEE into the Mountains and Wilderness as is
stated in Gilyahna/Revelation 12 in the verses above, and many other places.
**EVEN THOSE who are Striving to Serve Yahuah who are CURRENTLY in the land of
"israel".
Yahuah warns them in:
**MATTITYAHU/MATTHEW 24:15 When you therefore shall see the abomination of
desolation, spoken of by Daniyel the nabi/prophet, standing in the [Kadosh Place], (whoever
reads, let him understand);
***16 Then let them who are in Yahudah FLEE into the mountains:***
17 Let him who is on the housetop not come down to take anything out of his bayit/house:
18 Neither let him who is in the field return back to take his clothes.
19 And woe to them that are with child, and to them that are nursing children in those days!
20 But make tefillah/prayer that your flight is not in the winter, neither on the Shabbat:
21 For then shall be Great Tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the olam hazeh to
this time, no, nor ever shall be.
22 And except those days are shortened, there should no flesh survive: but for the elect and for the
sake of those chosen, those days shall be shortened.
Those who are seeking and trying to serve Yahuah by becoming obedient to HIS WORD, who also
Flees into the mountains and wilderness, will be protected from satans wrath and the flood of armies
that is about to be sent out.
**ADDITIONAL NOTE: FOR THOSE who GREATLY DESIRE to FLEE but LITTERALLY have
NO WAY/MEANS to do so.... (and I am NOT talking about people who just "don't have time, or
are worried about their retirements, jobs, vacations," etc etc etc etc etc)....
YAHUAH is GREATLY MERCIFUL... DILLIGENTLY PRAY and cry out to Him. He sent His
malachim/angels to take Lot and set them outside of the city just out of danger... they STILL had to
walk and work... but he was allowed to escape.
The time satans flood and wrath being poured out upon the people in the Last Days.... IS NO
LONGER "sometime in the future", nor generations from now, or even years..... This is the Time that
is NOW Arriving. And I believe it will become fully evident to those who are seeking Yahuah in the
weeks, months and year ahead.
**And I will Add: THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKES DESOLATION JUST OCCURED...
and nearly no one even noticed....
There is so much more that could be discussed, but I am going to end this post here. We will be
making videos concerning these topics, ESPECIALLY to the Scriptural fulfillment of what is taking

place, as soon as Yahuah makes the way to do so.
I pray that it has been a help to those seeking Truth, and watching for the times that we are in. I pray
Abi Yahuah open the path that we can get video teachings made soon. We continually pray for All of
Yahuahs People who are still scattered across the nations, please do also in your daily prayers.
~Shabbat Shalom
***LINK to original article being discussed from "Breaking Israel News" Full Article Titled:
"Nations Invited for Animal Sacrifice on Mount of Olives Renewing Noah’s Covenant"
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/136435/nations-invited-animal-sacrifice-mount-of-olivesrenewing-noahs-covenant/

***ADDITIONAL LINK to Related article which I posted a few days later, where these satanic pharisaic
"jewish rabbis" state that this SAME animal sacrifice "noahide law" event on Mount Olives has
"CANCELED" the "gog and magog" war!!
"Universal Prayer, Non-Jewish Sacrifice on Mount of Olives to Cancel Out War of Gog and
Magog"
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/136748/universal-prayer-non-jewish-sacrifice-mount-of-olives-cancel-war-gogmagog/?fbclid=IwAR0ptyHmdsqyBdErdZEGAC58c4ZX3bT9ty24MGQ4zIhQEjDMZo4fKTlH0Ok

